ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider the Sobolev-Slobodeckij spaces W"'(ffP,E) where E is a strict (LF)-space, m /(0, =,)\ li and p E[1, oo). We prove that W"''(gP,E) has the approximation property providedE has it, furthermore ifE is a Banach space with the strict approximation property then W'''(R',E) has this property.
H'g(x,y)-g(x)-gO') for ktE [O,1] . II.,-for eve 1 [-1[ cs(E) . en e space 'n(E) is a quentially mplete lally nvex space [6] . 3) f rb(x)dx-1 for all j II.
For rl 0() and f t L"(E) we define the convolution PROOF. As in Lemma 2.2 we can establish the measurability of the functions (x, y,z) f(x -z), (x,y,z) f(y -z) and (x,y,z) hi=) U' =)-/ -z)l" Now, It follows that II(1 0 r)l[ ,,., 0 uniformly on . .
The Approximation Property of W (E)
Let {vl)i e m and {0) m be regularizing and truncating sequences in D(R'). For each and j define the operators in W"P(E) (n,} (f) n, * f and By Theorems 2.5 and 3.4, we have that the identity I in W"'(E) is in the quasiclosure of {{rl} [0j] i,j ll} in f.,c(W"'(E)); note that the previous set is bounded in ,c(W"'(E)). 
